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I Am Virgin (2010)
Region 0 DVD Video Review Reviewed by Nortallica

--FILM DETAILS
Studio(s):
• Cheezy Flicks Entertainment

Year:
• 2010

Country:
• America

Directed by:
• Sean Skelding

Written by:
• Sean Skelding

--DVD DETAILS
Distributor:
• MVD Visual

Running Time:
• 90 minutes approx

DVD Release Date:
• February 23, 2010

DVD Country:
• America

Screen Format:
• 16:9 Widescreen NTSC

Discs / Sides / Layers:
• 1 / 1 / Single

Soundtracks:
• English: Dolby Digital 2.0

Subtitles:
• n/a

Special Features:
• Behind-the-Scenes M ini Film
• Director Commentary

Classification:
• Not Rated

--COVER ART“One lonely man, six billion sex-crazed vampires. 
Be careful what you wish for!”

--THE PLOT
Parodying 'I Am Legend', a global outbreak has turned all but one of  
the surviving human race into vampires. Vampires with an insatiable 
thirst for sex. As the last remaining virgin, and in turn uninfected, 
Robby must pave a way to true love whilst resists the lures of the 

erotically charged and lust ridden vampires that await him on his 
journey.

A rather week plot point, however this style of plot lends itself well to 
parody. Unfortunately, the plot rarely excels within itself and lends 
itself more to setting the scene for the various sex scenes presented 
in which Robby takes an almost voyeuristic stance towards.

Major points for the inclusion of Ron Jeremy though, I've always found 
him amusing and he doesn't drop the ball here either playing an aged 
and somewhat dishevelled vampire. Unfortunately his appearance in 
the film is relatively short. Hopefully the sequel, 'Stripperland' will have 
a much greater presence from him.

 

--FUN FACTS
Trivia:
• n/a
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Advertisement

• David Wester

Starring:
• Melinda Ausserer
• Hank Cartwright
• Jamison Challeen
• Amber Chase
• Adam Elliott Davis
• Nick Dent
• Lilith Eve
• Ron Jeremy

Genre(s):
• Horror | Erotica

Also known as:
• n/a

--VIDEO
The video quality is actually pretty damn good in my opinion, I 
watched this on a CRT television, and it still seemed as if I was at 
home watching it on high-def.

The only reason for the lack of two stars in my rating is that some of 
the camera work is annoyingly typical of the soft core porn genre, 
which is alright . . . just a bit boring. Along side this, is that some 
scenes are too dark. Which I admit is a plus when I don't want my 
neighbour to know I'm watching vampires bump uglies with each other 
. . . but I'd still prefer to actually see the 'action' proper.

 

--AUDIO
The audio of the feature gains a few stars for its quality. But loses 
some for its genericism, and although clear for the most part, there 
are times that it sounds rather disjointed and separated from the 
action itself.

Although there are some interesting music choices that you will either 
love or hate depending on your tendencies.

 

--EXTRAS
The commentary track is more interesting than expected, and the 
behind the scenes featurette does add more light to the subject. 
Unfortunately if you don't like the film you may not appreciate these 
features for what they are.

The selected IMD trailers are quite enticing too for anyone who cares 
to check them out, you may be quite surprised with what you get.

 

--FINAL THOUGHTS
I know I'm being more generous than some of the others who I have 
seen review this. Maybe that's because their reviews lowered my 
expectations, although I think I'm just a bit less picky (though some 
who had read other reviews of mine may disagree). Sadly, despite my 
praise of some features of this film, they don't do enough to add to 
the experience of watching it and in turn do even less to make it 
more enjoyable.

Previous problems with the film not withstanding, a major drawback 
with 'I Am Virgin' is that it never really settles down and decides what 
it wants to be. It appears as if the intention was to meld a comedic 
spoof with a soft core porn video  Not exactly an idea I am opposed 

Goofs:
• n/a

...MORE

Quotes:
• n/a
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Movie Connections:
• n/a
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--POSTER

Original poster

--SOUNDTRACK
• n/a
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Adam Davis, Ron Je...

Best Price $5.92 
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DVD RESURRECTIONS
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spoof with a soft core porn video. Not exactly an idea I am opposed 
to, but the execution here fails. Instead of two genres coming 
together (no pun intended), we are left with two half boiled eggs 
pretending to be an omelette. When the jokes hit the nail, it’s 
alright, but the failed jokes amidst the half a dozen or so sex scenes 
its hard to look at the screen and still feel some form of dignity.

I believe if this film had been made as either a soft core porn, or a 
spoof comedy it would have hit the spot a lot better than this 
combination. But credit where credit is due, not many would have 
dared to do so, and even though I am rating this film relatively lowly I 

would still be interested in checking out the sequel 'Stripperland'.
 

--TRAILER

Trailer no longer working?
REPORT BROKEN LINK
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